I like this paper since it brings together a number of strands of the work in the problem space of Signaling and resource control in networks in a new combination, and serves to make one think about the area in a clear way, without over-selling the approach.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the concept of quality of service (QoS) has evolved dramatically. Starting from the unsuccessful origins in the type of service byte (ToS) in the initial IPv4 specification, the networking research community has explored a wide variety of techniques ranging from per-flow QoS in Integrated Services [17] to aggregate or per-class QoS in the Differentiated Services model [16] . A critical aspect of each of the QoS schemes beyond best effort is the notion of traffic control, controlling what is admitted (admission control) and verifying the traffic stays within its allocation (policing).
The dominant factors for an admission control scheme are that the scheme should be fast (low setup latency), scalable (large network, large number of flows), and precise (efficient and controllable resource allocation). Hence, a wide variety of proposals have emerged to address the issues of resource management (and implicitly admission control) in the context of both inter-domain and intra-domain traffic. Efforts in the inter-domain space have built on RSVP [9] , the emerging work by the IETF NSIS (Next Step In Signaling) workgroup, and other protocols [18] . Specifically, this paper is interested in addressing the issue of intra-domain admission control within the context of one of the more promising QoS models, Differentiated Services (DiffServ).
While there has been a wide variety of efforts with regards to DiffServ QoS admission control [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [12] [13] [14] , the majority of the efforts can be categorized into one of two categories, namely distributed approaches relying on probing and centralized approaches relying on the concept of a Bandwidth Broker (BB). In the distributed approach, nodes probe the network and make decisions for admission based on the QoS of the probe packets. Nodes act largely independently of one another relying on observed behavior rather than explicit reservation to assess the free capacity of the network. Thus, one must typically over-provision the network so as to allow appropriate safeguard regarding the imprecision of the probe data.
In contrast, centralized approaches rely on a Bandwidth Broker (BB) whereby all new connections must be approved through the BB. Provided that all policing is done correctly, no probing is necessary as the BB provides a centralized location for the domain-wise resources. Although the centralized approach can offer more precise resource allocation, it suffers from scalability constraints even when considered only on a domain-wise basis. Furthermore, both approaches can suffer from latency penalties due to either the probe/response delay or the edge router/BB delay. While such an impact may be minimal across a single domain or AS, the compound effect of multiple domains can be significant.
Motivation
Thus, a service provider is faced with a dilemma. Should the provider emphasize scalability and employ a probing approach or should the provider embrace a centralized approach for additional efficiency at the cost of scalability? We believe that a new approach that offers the scalability of probing with the efficiency of centralization would offer an extremely compelling approach to admission control. In this paper, we propose a distributed scheme, ERM (Edgebased Resource Management), that offers a new approach for DiffServ intra-domain admission control.
Rather than edge routers operating independently, we introduce the notion of cooperative state gathering heartbeats that provide a relatively precise view of the network. ERM builds on the notion of a heartbeat with the idea of effective remaining fair capacity to govern the overall rate of admission control and keep the network core stable. Through simulation studies, we demonstrate how our scheme provides an intuitive and effective approach for admission control that meets the three primary goals of speed, scalability, and precision under a variety of network conditions. The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 comments on related work and differentiates the novelty of our work. Section 3 presents an overview of ERM and discusses the network intelligence (heartbeat) aspects of ERM. Section 4 continues by discussing the admission control aspects of ERM and presenting advanced issues regarding ERM. Next, Section 5 details our simulation studies on ERM and Section 6 concludes the paper with several remarks.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
To begin, we briefly introduce the key concepts of the Differentiated Services framework. In the DiffServ framework, routers are divided into two key types: simple, stateless core routers and intelligent, stateful edge routers. Edge routers are responsible for policing, shaping, and/or marking packets with a DSCP (DiffServ Codepoint) that determines the PHB (Per-Hop Behavior) that a packet will receive in the core. Packets enter at the ingress router and exit at the egress router. Policing, shaping, and/or marking are performed at the ingress router using a SLA (Service Level Agreement), thus providing a sender-driven QoS.
In the Bandwidth Broker (BB) architecture, when a new flow with the specific QoS requirement and traffic profile arrives at the ingress router, the ingress router will forward a request packet to the bandwidth broker to ask for admission to the network. If the QoS requirement of this flow can be satisfied, the bandwidth broker will acknowledge the ingress router with a positive feedback; otherwise, a negative feedback will be sent. While probing is not necessary due to precise resource allocation, this centralized scheme will inherently suffer from scalability and robustness issues. Hence, the alternative is to employ a distributed admission control scheme.
The most common distributed approach is a Probe Based Admission Control (PBAC) which employs end-to-end unicast probes via a pattern of packets to infer the path-wise QoS. PBAC schemes can be further subdivided into schemes that require core router involvement [1, 4, 7] and Endpoint Admission Control (EAC) schemes [5, 6, [12] [13] [14] . In the PBAC schemes where core routers are involved, each router on the path has to make a decision about whether the probes can continue to be forwarded to its destination. These schemes avoid the storage of per-flow states by using run-time link load estimation to do admission control. However, since the core routers need to actively participate in admission control for every flow going through them, the architectural and computational requirements for core routers can be high. Such requirements contradict the concepts of the DiffServ framework where core routers are simple.
In Endpoint Admission Control (EAC) schemes, before the new traffic flow is admitted into the network, the ingress router sends a probe packet stream with similar characteristics to the request flow to the egress router along the flow's path. According to the feedback(s) coming from the egress router, the ingress router can make the admission decision. In EAC, core routers are simple, since they are only responsible for forwarding probe packets as normal data packets. However, flow set-up delays can often be on the order of seconds [10] . Furthermore, there is a hazard of the thrashing problem: when many flows are probing at the same time, a large amount of link capacity may be consumed by probing packets.
In a classical sense, ERM could be viewed from the perspective of isarithmic traffic control where the distributed heartbeats of ERM operate similar to the permit operations of isarithmic traffic control. In contrast to a permit-based system, the heartbeats of ERM indicate a fair capacity of the links from the ingress versus an indication of permission to send additional packets. Other works related to ERM, although not explicitly used for admission control, include delay/loss probing via multicast [11] , multicast heartbeat exchanges for fault tolerance [19] , feedback based routing [20] , and potential based routing [2] . While the works in [2, 19, 20] also utilize distributed feedback and control, the works focus primarily on routing rather than admission control.
In contrast to the previous work in DiffServ admission control, our paper makes several key contributions that include:
• Coordinated heartbeat: Rather than having each edge router act independently with regards to probing (as with all of the above distributed schemes), edge routers in ERM both cooperatively gather and reflect relevant information to other edge nodes. This cooperation allows ERM to more efficiently gather information and offers its concept of effective fair capacity.
• Expedited flow/aggregate admission: ERM utilizes the concept of a distributed effective fair capacity that allows an edge router to make immediate admissions providing it has remaining capacity. Rather than waiting for probing or a BB response, ERM offers a significantly reduced setup time while still remaining scalable.
• Increased efficiency: Since state information is continually gathered and transformed into an effective fair capacity to guard against over-allocation with a reasonable degree of precision, ERM is able to increase the maximal safe network utilization versus existing probing schemes.
• Fixed overhead:Unlike probe-based schemes where the control overhead is dependent on the number of flows, the overhead of ERM is independent of the number of flows. The overhead of ERM is directly fixed to the number of edge nodes in the network. Moreover, the percentage of overhead in ERM decreases with increasing link speed, making ERM an excellent admission scheme for high speed networks with large numbers of flows.
EDGE-BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The premise of Edge-based Resource Management (ERM) is to provide a controllable and predictable tool for admission control that leverages the unique aspects of the DiffServ architecture. In keeping with the initial principles of DiffServ, our goal is to keep the admission control mechanism both relatively simple and scalable. In short, each edge router in the domain works together to help gather information about the internal state of the network but yet operates independently for admission control (see Figure 1) .
A key point to note is that ERM focuses on edge-to-edge QoS (across a single domain), not end-to-end QoS. Thus, we believe ERM can seamlessly interact with the wide body of work in end-to-end QoS negotiation [9, 18] . A second aspect of an edge-to-edge focus is a significant reduction in scale Specifically, we are interested in making an admission control decision at the ingress due to the sender-driven nature of DiffServ 1 . The primary concern of ERM is how to juxtapose the competing demands on the network between controllability and efficiency. On one hand, network state gathered extremely quickly and often will provide an extremely accurate view of the network. In such a case, one can safely allocate to maximal efficiency based on the excellent accuracy of the information. However, such rapid techniques will extract a high price on the network itself, thus taking a large toll on the maximal efficiency possible. Furthermore, the network state will always be a lagging factor versus the currently admitted flows, thus introducing a further level of inaccuracy that cannot be avoided when employing such an approach.
The lagging factor is important in that lagging in terms of over-estimating capacity can result in over-allocation and QoS violations, a serious concern. Although lagging in terms of under-estimating capacity will result in missed efficiency, the penalty associated with under-estimating is much less than from over-estimation. The goal of ERM is to avoid over-allocation in all circumstances but yet push the efficiency level as high as safely possible.
In the next subsection, we describe our approach for gathering network intelligence through the use of periodic heartbeat exchanges among edge nodes in the network. We build on the concept of the coordinated heartbeat in the next section by introducing methods for admission control that control the inaccuracy inherently associated with the heartbeat approach but yet achieve a relatively high level of maximal efficiency from the network.
ERM Heartbeat
The primary component of ERM is a periodic heartbeat message exchanged amongst the edge routers present in the domain. As the heartbeat crosses the domain, it gathers information with regards to QoS similar to what could be gathered using SNMP. By virtue of the heartbeat, edge nodes can gather the current state of the core of the network to make admission control decisions without contact-1 While ERM can be easily modified to handle a receiverdriven approach such as RSVP signaling, we focus on the intricacies of sender-driven operations in this paper.
ing a central entity. Informally, the heartbeat problem can be stated as follows:
For each ingress router EI in E where E is the set of all of edge nodes in the domain, gather the QoS information on all egress points accessible from EI in a timely and scalable manner.
In essence, the system-wide goal of the heartbeats is to gather all of the relevant link-wise information for communications between each of the edge nodes. On the whole, the heartbeats themselves look like a series of many-to-many communications. A natural solution is to employ multicast in order to transport heartbeats across the domain. The use of multiple unicasts (as seen with existing probing approaches) is extremely inefficient on a larger scale and can potentially be extremely taxing on the computational load of the core routers. On the other hand, employing a traditional many-to-many multicast tree (*,G) may not cover the appropriate paths.
Thus, we propose to employ a restricted form of multicast for transport of the multicast heartbeat. First, the multicast group will be strictly limited to the domain, thus negating the need for inter-domain multicast routing or the need for end-user multicast support 2 . Second, multicast will be delivered using the PIM-SSM model [3] with multicast groups sourced at a given edge router and membership restricted to verifiable edge nodes in the domain. Multicast join/leave messages will be driven by out-of-band control signaling such that an edge node will drive other specific edge routers to join or leave a requested SSM group with itself as the source.
Heartbeat Transport
Before explaining heartbeat transport, we briefly describe the PIM-SSM model. PIM-SSM (Protocol Independent Multicast, Source Specific Multicast) [3] is similar to PIM-SM (Protocol-Independent Multicast, Sparse Mode) except that the multicast transport is limited to one-to-many. PIM-SSM performs Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF) for receiver joining and state refreshes. Thus, after a receiver joins a PIM-SSM tree, the multicast tree path from the source to this receiver will follow the reverse of the minimal cost path from the receiver to the source. The edge-to-edge minimal cost paths are provided by underlying routing protocols (such as OSPF [15] ).
In order to more easily introduce the ERM heartbeat concept, we begin with strict assumptions regarding the heartbeat scope/relevance and relax the restrictions in a later subsection. We assume that all edge nodes are greedy such that all paths to all other edge nodes are verified on a single heartbeat. Thus, all other edge nodes will be a member of the SSM multicast group centered on node EI (see Figure  2 ).
Each edge node in the network will send a heartbeat packet periodically at an interval of HBI (Heartbeat Interval) seconds. When a heartbeat arrives at a node, a node will append its respective QoS information to the packet and forward the packet appropriately on the multicast distribution tree. After a heartbeat arrives at a receiver, the receiver will use the information gathered in the heartbeat to do admission control. From the view of admission con- trol, the receivers on a multicast tree are ingress nodes to the egress node that is the multicast source.
To place the information in the packet, one must make several design decisions regarding the granularity, completeness, and relevance of the information to gather for the multicast receivers (edge nodes). First, what is the appropriate information to gather regarding a respective queue scheduler? Examples of various characteristics would include packet loss, instantaneous and weighted queue sizes, average queuing delay, and idle link bandwidth. A related question to ask is at what granularity and degree of completeness with regards to individual queue classes should such information be gathered. For instance, is it sufficient to gather statistics regarding only AF1x (Assured Forwarding 1, all loss classes) or it necessary to gather AF10, AF11, and AF12 (gold, silver, bronze loss priorities)? Depending upon the scheduler employed at the node, the relative load between various classes may have a distinctive effect on QoS.
Second, what queue information is relevant to the multicast receivers? For instance, while node 2 may be interested in the queuing information for the outgoing link from node 1 to node 2, node 3 may not be interested in such information. Furthermore, the edge-to-edge path information in the direction of node 1 to node 2 is of little relevance to node 2 as an ingress (see Figure 2) as the forward path may suffer from congestion while the reverse path does not. This is due to the fact that policing/admission control is done on a sender-wise basis and a forward-gathering approach typically gathers receiver-based QoS information.
RPF (reverse path forwarding) of PIM-SSM removes the need for reflection of the information back to the sender. If a heartbeat arrives on a specific interface, we know that the unicast traffic, which is routed by the underlying routing protocol, will take the outgoing queue on that interface in the reverse path. In Figure 2 , the heartbeat received at node 1 from node 0 means that all other edge nodes (node 2 and node 3) will use the same path in reverse to transmit unicast traffic. Thus, the only relevant queue for all multicast receivers in this case would be the queue on that link from node 1 to node 0. Figure 3 demonstrates this point in a relatively simple case. Normally, a probe packet gathering information (such as in [4, 11] ) from A to D arriving at D would be useless to D for admission control as it does not contain any information about the reverse direction. Thus, D would need to wait for a reflection of its heartbeat to A on A's heartbeat to deduce the status of its path from D to A. Beyond the additional network overhead of embedding reflection information, the staleness (age) of the information is also increased. With PIM-SSM, one can remove the need for reflection. By gathering information on the outgoing queue of the incoming interface, a heartbeat that arrives at D contains information about its reverse path to A. Figure 4 shows the heartbeat transportation for a networking topology under the condition of asymmetric routing. In this networking topology (Figure 4(a) ), all links are assigned the same weight, 1, on both directions except that the weights of link C2 → C4, C4 → C2, C2 → C3, C3 → C2 are assigned 2, 10, 2, and 2 respectively. Hence, OSPF would create asymmetric routing between edge nodes. Figure 4 (b) shows the paths of heartbeats emanating from E6. The path from E6 to E0 in the multicast tree is the reverse of the minimal cost path from E0 to E6. Thus, when a heartbeat from E6 arrives at E0, E0 can make use of the heartbeat for admission control as the heartbeat gathers the information for the unicast path from E0 to E6. In Figure  4 (c), similarly, when a heartbeat from E0 arrives at E6, it gathers the information for the unicast path from E6 to E0.
To compute the staleness of the information gathered in heartbeats, for simplicity, we assume that the network employs a greedy heartbeat (all edges, all QoS info). Thus, the average case staleness for the picture of the internal network for edge node A going to edge node B can be stated as: QDelay(B,A) and JB,A would approach zero given a high priority control marking and appropriate governing on the heartbeats themselves. The staleness of the core information is critical as it plays a role in determining how fast new flows can be admitted. For the admission control section, we assume that the maximum staleness of core information can be represented by βHBI.
Scalability & Processing Overhead
While the notion of greedy exploration provides a simple example for demonstrating the heartbeat operation, various practical issues such as scalability and network topology may preclude these assumptions. To start, we consider the impact of the greedy operation (probe all paths and all relevant class information on every single heartbeat):
• Number of messages: For a given link in the network that lies on a path between edge nodes, it will see at most O(N ) heartbeats where N is the number of edge routers. While the bandwidth itself is not zero, it will be negligible relative to the quantity of data traffic.
• MTU Limitations: At worst case, a heartbeat can only reach a size of X ×InfoSize where X is the maximum number of hops between edge routers and InfoSize is the amount of information gathered at each hop by the heartbeat. Reductions may be achieved through the use of probabilistic inclusion or round robin gathering of the respective class information. The reduction itself would be achieved at a cost of increased staleness and hence a larger βHBI.
• Control processing: While bandwidth will most likely not be an issue for the heartbeats in a wired networking environment, the impact on control processing is an extremely large concern. In keeping with the DiffServ principle of simple, per-flow stateless core routers, we mitigate the impact of control processing in several fashions. To start, core routers do not actively participate in signaling and are only responsible for appending information to the heartbeats themselves. We envisage that a heartbeat would simply append a segment of shared memory that contains the appropriate queue information onto the packet. The shared memory would be updated by the underlying queue scheduler and would not involve any significant processing for populating a heartbeat message beyond the memory copy itself. Furthermore, the router would have the option to ignore upper layer checksums (UDP) and rely on data layer checksums that are inherently more reliable to reduce the control processing impact. The HBI setting (and hence βHBI) can also be relaxed at the cost of efficiency to further reduce the control processing impact.
• Multicast scalability: A final aspect of scalability is the inclusion of multicast itself. While multicast deployment across the global Internet cannot be effectively Figure 5 : Effect of heartbeat lagging on system controllability relied upon in the near timeframe, ERM relies on multicast in a domain-wise sense only. Thus, the complex issues of inter-domain multicast routing and end user support for multicast are avoided. Second, the number of multicast groups is restricted to at most N where N is the number of edge routers in the domain.
• Multi-pathing support: Similar to the approach proposed for MTU limitations, a round robin approach can be employed to assess the availability of equal-cost multiple paths to an edge node.
ERM ADMISSION CONTROL
As alluded earlier, the second key component of ERM is admission control. To allow for an appropriate abstraction of the network state picture provided by the heartbeat module, we assume that the staleness of the path from edge node A to edge node B can be at most βHBI seconds old. Unlike traditional approaches where a probe must first occur before admission control can proceed, an edge node has information regarding all paths with a maximum age of βHBI. Thus, admission can proceed immediately provided that appropriate resources exist.
In this relatively simple query lies the delicate balance for the entire system. In essence, one must quickly admit flows to reduce setup time but yet not admit too many flows so as to violate the overall QoS requirements for flows already existing in the network. As noted earlier, this problem is significantly complicated by the fact that heartbeats will always be a lagging factor versus the currently admitted flows in the network.
The net goal of the admission control scheme should be to operate in Zone II as identified in Figure 5 whereby a balance is struck versus speed of admission versus properly recognizing current flows in the network. If flows are admitted too quickly, the admission control quickly decays to an unstable state due to the fact that the effect of newly admitted traffic is not taken into proper account. In contrast, if flows are admitted too slowly, the utilization of the network will be poor due to the fact that scheme is waiting too long for the effect of new flows.
Furthermore, one must also ensure that each edge router has a 'fair' opportunity to compete for resources in the core. For admission control, we define fairness as being concerned with the allocation of remaining resources, not the actual treatment of flows or classes in the core of the network. For simplicity, we consider fairness as the fairness over a window (βHBI), not fairness in the long term. To that end, we introduce a concept called remaining fair capacity or RF C. The goal of the RF C is to capture the maximum amount of resources available to an ingress point for a given link. By virtue of the heartbeats flowing between edge routers, a core router can deduce the remaining fair capacity (RF C) on a link through the following:
ICX,Y |HB| where IC is the weighted average idle capacity on the link from X to Y and |HB| is the number of unique heartbeat sources seen on a given link. The RF C for each link is recalculated at an interval of βHBI which insures that new heartbeat information has been received in the interim. Intuitively, the RF C creates an equal opportunity for all of the ingress routers sharing the link on each βHBI interval to compete for the available free capacity. Without other governing mechanisms, RF C is an absolute maximum that would theoretically achieve a utilization of 100% if all edge nodes admitted up to the RF C onto the network. As will be discussed later, it will be highly desirable to govern the RF C so as to limit the overall network rate of change.
Although an instantaneous value of the average idle capacity could be used if βHBI is sufficiently small, the weighted fair capacity offers a better picture for larger (and more scalable) values of βHBI. Based on the link-wise value for RF C, the next natural step is to calculate the path-wise value at the ingress for RF C (see Figure 6 ):
where i0 through iN−1 lie on the path between A and B. For a given ingress router with no recently admitted flows, RF C represents the net capacity available on a given path to an egress point that can be allocated in this βHBI. However, in the event that flows have been recently allocated, the RF C is a lagging factor as recently admitted flows have not yet had a chance to impact the RF C along the path. In fact, even the receipt of heartbeats after admission may not be sufficient either as flows may take time to reach their requested capacity (i.e. TCP). Thus, we introduce the concept of effective remaining fair capacity or ERF C for the actual admission control decision:
RFi
where N is the number of recently admitted flows affecting the path from A to B at this ingress router and RFi is the influence of the ith recently admitted flow affecting (A,B) can be computed at ingress node A easily as node A knows RF C P (A,B) as well. The intuition of αHBI is that a flow will have fully realized its impact on the network within αHBI. Figure 7 shows an example of the ERF C calculation with RFi fixed over the duration of αHBI.
An important point to note is that such constant cost for a recent flow (RFi) will result in under-utilization of the network. As the flow begins to exert an effect on the network and hence effect the RF C, the ERF C will continue to decrease, despite the fact that the RFi factor is already accounting for the full impact of the flow.
However, it is also important to note that an early slacking of RFi before the flow exerts its full influence can have negative consequences. If the effect of RFi and the impact of the flow measured by the heartbeats does not fully account for its total allocation, the ingress router will see a false picture of its available fair capacity and will over-allocate the link. Thus, although a constant RFi does result in a temporary under-utilization (maximum duration of αHBI), this effect is more desirable than over-allocation. Furthermore, while decaying functions for RFi are not precluded in ERM, the decaying function will be dependent upon the type of flow/aggregate which is an open topic for future work.
Inter-path dependency
A secondary dilemma for ERF C arises from inter-path dependencies for a given ingress router. For instance, consider the topology in Figure 8 and the paths from node 0 to the other three edge routers (nodes 2, 3, and 4). For the three egress paths from node 0, the RF C values are calculated as 10, 10, and 10 Mb/s respectively. Most notably, since the link from 0 to 1 is not a bottleneck, it is ignored. Thus, if inter-path dependencies are ignored, a total of 30 Mb/s (10 Mb/s per path) could be allocated on the link from 0 to 1. Even if the link from 0 to 1 was the bottleneck, it is still possible to allocate up to N × RF C bandwidth where N is the number of egress paths from the ingress sharing the link.
To solve this issue, several approaches are available with a variety of computational trade-offs. To start, the simplest approach is to further scale the RF C based on the number of egress paths competing for a link. In Figure 8 , the RF C on the link from 0 to 1 would drop to 20 3 = 6.67 Mb/s. A variation on this approach is to calculate an inter-path dependency list on each topology and to have a newly admitted flow's RFi affect all of the paths who would share links for that flow. This is done on path-wise basis, not a link-wise basis to improve the computational overhead. The net result of these two approaches is a simple but less efficient algorithm with a cost of O(N ) per flow admission where N is the number of edge routers and hence also the number of egress paths.
Alternatively, one could also force a new allocation to update the ERF C value for each link that it affects. In turn, each path sharing those links would have its path-wise ERF C updated as well. In such a case, RFi is applied on a link-wise basis rather than a path-wise basis. Although this algorithm will grant a higher degree of precision and hence efficiency, its cost of
, where N is the number of edge nodes and M is the maximum path size, may be computationally infeasible.
Advanced Concepts
In this subsection, we summarize several of the advanced concepts (due to space constraints) that include:
• Reducing ERM overhead: While the use of RPF from PIM-SSM offers the most significant reduction in overhead (no need for reflecting path information), a variety of other techniques can be employed to reduce the overhead of ERM at a cost of a large βHBI. One approach to overhead reduction is to partition the egress routers into multiple trees that are iterated in a round robin fashion. A similar approach is to employ a probabilistic approach whereby core nodes evaluate their chance to include information using a fixed probability. Moreover, if traffic patterns are fairly well distributed among ingress nodes, (βHBI) can be further slackened to improve scalability. In such situations, it may be possible to combine ERM heartbeats with link state advertisements (LSAs) depending on the underlying LSA distribution mechanism.
• Security: A critical aspect of ERM is the notion that heartbeat messages and their respective contents can be considered secure. While heavier mechanisms such as digital signatures can be employed to verify the validity of the gathered data, such an approach can be extremely costly with little benefit. The reason for this lack of benefit is the presence of a security violation in a core or edge router represents significantly more serious problems beyond a malicious heartbeat. Furthermore, the distinct divisions of edge versus core router behavior provides the capacity to do physical interfacebased filtering to prevent rogue heartbeat messages from external sources from being processed in the first place.
• Bursty traffic: Although not discussed explicitly, the presence of extremely bursty and coordinated flows could create difficulties for ERM. In such a scenario, a flow would reserve a set of resources and never consume the resources except in large, sporadic bursts. To ERM, the idle periods would appear that such capacity is again fair capacity that can be allocated. Although such a scenario is possible in theory, the occurrence of such a scenario is unlikely. Since ERM is assumed to be operating on core networks with high speeds, there is a fairly large probability that a large number of flows will be using the network. Given a large number of flows, it is reasonable to assume that the flows will not be coordinated so as to all burst simultaneously [8] .
Rather, it is more likely that such flow bursts would be misaligned so as to multiplex together in a reasonable manner. To that end, the governing mechanisms of ERM can be tuned to operate in a safer mode in the event of large amounts of coordinated bursty traffic. Furthermore, ERM can send 'dummy' traffic so as to prevent idle but reserved traffic from otherwise being multiplexed. Thus, while potentially a problem with a low probability if left unchecked, we believe sufficient mechanisms can be applied to address this issue.
• Non-uniformly distributed traffic: While it may appear at first glance that an ingress router cannot acquire complete use of a link, ERM does possess facilities to achieve such a goal. In the event of unbalanced topologies or traffic matrices, an ingress node will be forced to compete over multiple allocation cycles to fully realize its unbalanced needs. Once the ingress node competes for and consumes the bandwidth over the appropriate links, the ingress node will possess that bandwidth until it slackens its usage over those links. It is important to note that the conservative nature of ERM will have a profound dampening effect when imbalances change frequently and dynamically.
In addition, since ERM is targeted at the DiffServ environment in the core of the network where there will be large numbers of flows rather than only a few superflows, the additional time to achieve such an allocation is even less of an issue. Finally, although not discussed in this paper due to space requirements for complete elaboration, it is possible to adjust the weighting of the RF C given to a specific ingress router (rather than the default of weight of 1 by virtue of the heartbeat uniqueness) through additional signaling mechanisms.
SIMULATION STUDIES
For our simulation studies, the simulations were conducted using the ns-2 simulator and the GenMCast extension module. The goal of our studies was to examine the predictability of ERM and the controllability of the various parameters proposed for network intelligence gathering and admission control.
In our simulation studies, we compared four separate approaches, the DiffServ Bandwidth Broker (BB), ERM, GRIP [7] , and EAC (End-to-End Admission Control) [5] . GRIP represents Probing Based Admission Control (PBAC) scheme with core router involvement. In our simulation studies, GRIP always tries to consume all of link bandwidth by setting its parameters according to the type of the traffic before a simulation begins. In addition, when a router in GRIP denies a new flow into the network by dropping its probe packet, the router will send a deny notification back to the ingress router of this flow. EAC is used to represent the Endpoint Admission Control scheme.
For our network topology, we used the backbone of Internet2 with two to four edge nodes connected to each core router and a link bandwidth of 100 Mb/s. The remaining information concerning the simulation setup is discussed below:
• Traffic was generated to work with a sizable number of flows and to ensure complete utilization of the links in the network. A typical core link will have hundreds of active flows present.
• The settings for ERM were an HBI of 0.1 s, β of 1, and α of 10. In this networking topology, a 1 second (αHBI) was sufficient for a flow to realize its impact on the network.
• The network was monitored from t=100 seconds.
• A token bucket policing mechanism was used on all flows such that any packets out of the profile were immediately dropped rather than remarked.
• Each flow will try to enter the network at most three times.
• The short/long term flows followed an exponential distribution with an average length of 5 and 50 seconds for UDP flows and an average size of 250K bytes and 2.5M bytes for TCP flows.
• For bursty traffic, both ON and OFF periods were exponentially distributed with mean values equal of 500 ms.
• The bandwidth QoS requirements of flows followed an exponentially distribution with a mean of 50KB/sec. • A monitoring TCP flow of 50KB/sec was used to examine if the network provided stability for admitted flows.
For the simulations, we considered the three traffic scenarios listed below:
• Traffic scenario I: The first scenario is a simple CBR/UDP scenario to reflect the original considerations of GRIP [7] and EAC [5] . Flows were composed of 50% short term traffic and 50% long term traffic.
• Traffic scenario II: The second scenario introduces bursty flows. As presented earlier, bursty flows have the potential to create difficulties for ERM: to ERM, the idle periods will appear that such capacity is again fair capacity that can be allocated. Flows were composed of 50% CBR traffic and 50% VBR traffic, 50% short term traffic and 50% long term traffic.
• Traffic scenario III: Since the majority of traffic is dominated by TCP, the admission control scheme should also address TCP flows. In this scenario, flows were composed of 80% TCP traffic, 10% UDP-CBR traffic, and 10% UDP-VBR traffic. The composition of short term flows and long term flows is 80% and 20% to better reflect web traffic.
To ensure the comparison is fair, we use real link utilization as one of metrics. We define real link utilization is the ratio of actual data traffic to total link capacity. The approaches were evaluated along the following performance metrics: • Control Effectiveness: The controllability is assessed by monitoring a single TCP flow that stays active over the course of the entire simulation. An overallocation will result in the flow backing below its requested bandwidth.
• Link Utilization: A single link in the core of the network is monitored for its utilization. The end goal is to push the real link utilization as close to 100% as possible without decaying into an unstable state for the network. Figure 9 shows the link utilization achieved by ERM, BB, and GRIP when traffic scenario I (100% CBR traffic) was used. Since the CBR traffic consumes its claimed QoS bandwidth, the Bandwidth Broker scheme achieves the highest real link utilization because this centralized scheme controls the network's condition precisely. Because heartbeats of ERM have a lagging view of the network and ERM heartbeats also consume a certain amount of bandwidth, ERM achieves a real link utilization slightly below the BB in this traffic scenario. Note, the overhead of admission control in the ERM scheme, is only dependent on the networking topology (including the number of edge nodes and the length of edge-to-edge paths). Thus, for the same networking topology, as network bandwidth increases, the percentage of overhead decreases.
Scenario I: CBR Traffic
In contrast, GRIP always over-estimates the link utilization to avoid the over-allocation of resources. While the router in GRIP estimates there is no free link bandwidth and stops admitting new flows, the actual free link bandwidth may be much higher, especially when traffic involves Figure 9 because the monitoring TCP flow could not receive stable service. In EAC, there is little way to control the link utilization since the link bandwidth will be consumed by both the actual traffic and the probe traffic. Thus, the monitoring TCP flow has to backoff when the network is heavy, which prevents it from receiving its claimed bandwidth. Hence, we do not include the simulation results of EAC in the figures. Table 1 shows the average admission control response time and the percentage of admitted flows in traffic scenario I and traffic scenario II. Here, we only consider the transmission delay of the control packets (BB packets, probes and feedbacks). For simplicity, we assume the computation time of doing admission control in each node is equal to zero. For ERM, the edge router simply checks its own version of the available resources and makes the admission control decision immediately. Thus, there is no response delay for ERM. BB and GRIP had a proportional response time which was on the order of link delay, since both needed to send request packets to other nodes (the bandwidth broker in BB and the routers on the path in GRIP). Because the BB had the highest real link utilization in Figure 9 , the number of admitted flows is the largest, as shown in Table 1 . Even though the response time of EAC was not shown in Table 1 , EAC had the longest response time. The reason lies in the fact that the probing period of each flow must be long enough to gather its path utilization precisely. The probing period of EAC is usually on the order of seconds as noted in [10] . Figure 10 shows the real link utilization achieved when traffic scenario II (50% CBR traffic and 50% VBR traffic) was used. In this scenario, ERM performed better than other admission control schemes, demonstrating ERM can handle the situation where non-synchronized bursty flows exist. When a flow is admitted by the Bandwidth Broker scheme, the BB always allocates this flow a certain amount of bandwidth according to the flow's QoS requirement, regardless of whether or not the flow really consumes it. Thus, when a flow only consumes part of its claimed bandwidth, the other part of the claimed bandwidth is wasted. GRIP has a similar issue: dummy packets are used to pretend each flow consumes all of its claimed bandwidth, thus allowing the router to compute how many flows exist on a link. In ERM, edge nodes do the admission control according to the information provided by heartbeats, which store the actual link utilization regardless how much bandwidth has been claimed by flows. When flows only consume part of their Figure 11 shows the real link utilization achieved when traffic scenario III (80% TCP, 10% CBR and 10% VBR) was used. Note that ERM still achieves similar real link utilization to the BB-oriented approach. In this scenario, GRIP performed worse because compared to the TCP source flows, the TCP ACK flows only claimed a small amount of bandwidth in their QoS requirements, which made the traffic more heterogeneous (GRIP works best for the homogeneous traffic).
Scenario II: CBR and VBR Traffic
Scenario III: CBR, VBR, and TCP Traffic
In order to further explore the effects of short vs. long term flows, Figure 12 shows the real link utilization achieved as the ratio of the percentage of short term flows was varied. When the ratio of TCP and UDP traffic was set to a certain value (here, it was 4:1), the real link utilization in the BB scheme was stable. The ERM and GRIP schemes were both sensitive to the percentage of short term flows: the more the short term flows, the less the real link utilization. To avoid best-effort like behavior, distributed admission control schemes must over-estimate link utilization. Short term flows exacerbated the over-estimation to a larger degree (eg. α in ERM).
In order to further explore the effects of TCP vs. UDP flows, Figure 13 shows the real link utilization achieved when the percentage of TCP flows was varied. With the change of the number of TCP flows in the network, the performance of ERM was stable, since ERM used the actual link utilization to do the admission control. When the percentage of TCP flows increased, which meant the percentage of UDP-VBR flows decreased, the BB scheme achieved higher real link utilization because more claimed QoS bandwidth was Due to space constrains, the effects of different ERM parameters were not included in this paper. Intuitively, an increase in β causes the network to react more slowly and hence decreases utilization slightly. A larger α coupled with many short-term flows also decreases utilization since explicit resource release messages are not used.
SUMMARY
In summary, we presented in this paper a novel approach for DiffServ admission control that incorporated the use of coordinated heartbeats coupled with the concept of a distributed fair capacity measurement. We proposed intuitive methods for capturing the inherent lagging factor associated with heartbeats and scaling factors for further governing the overall system change rate. The ERM protocol captured the implicit trade-offs associated with heartbeat scalability and addressed methods to improve both heartbeat and admission control scalability and efficiency.
To evaluate the effectiveness of ERM, we compared ERM with the traditional DiffServ Bandwidth Broker scheme, GRIP, and EAC under a wide variety of network traffic conditions. The end result from the simulations showed that ERM could offer both controllability and efficiency, all in a scalable manner. Thus, we believe ERM offers a promising new approach that delivers a fast, scalable, and precise admission control for Differentiated Services.
With regards to future work, there are several issues that merit additional study. These issues include the expansion of fairness models, derivations of formal theoretical control models for ERM, and considerations for inter-domain admission control.
